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Durable Cosmetic Finishes
FEEL GREAT BY THE BEAUTY OF TEXTILES

FOUR FINISHES OF
UNSURPASSED QUALITY
People search for a sense of luxury. You can now add
it to your textiles with our durable cosmetic finishes.
DURABLECOSMETICFINISHES.COM

ADDING PASSION
TO TEXTILES.

DURABLE COSMETIC FINISHES
People are more and more focused on their health and psychological wellbeing. They want to feel comfortable
in their own skin and search for ways to relax after a long day at work. This wellbeing trend has caused the
cosmetics market to explode.
As you know, the call for more luxury is also reflected in the
clothes your customers buy. Today’s apparel must have several
extra functions, feel great and support their active lifestyle.
Hence, if you combine cosmetics and textiles, you anticipate
several trends at the same time.
Our experts developed a set of unique finishes that:
• Add cosmetic features to your textiles
• Last up to 30 washes

Why would I want that?
We conducted several market studies and found out about
your customers’ hopes and dreams. We discovered the need
for cooling and warming elements for sportswear, the hype
around city spas and the widespread use of skincare products.
These trends inspired us to create four magical finishes that you
can add to your fabrics to make your customers feel even better.
We dare to say they’re of unsurpassed quality- thanks to two
technologies that make them highly wash resistant. We proudly
introduce them below!

Four finishes of unsurpassed quality

THERMO
FINISHES

SKINCARE
FINISHES

AROMA WELLNESS
FINISHES

Make sure your customers
stay comfortable during a
high intensity work-out.
Thermo finishes release
active ingredients to the
user’s body that cool
them down or keep
them warm.

People with busy
schedules don’t have
time for slow drying
skin creams. Create
the ultimate outfit that
moisturises their skin
on the go!

Boost the energy level
of your customers with
coffee aromas during a
yoga session. Then soothe
them with camomile
finished towels after
a long bath.

Want great quality?
Then invest in durability.

SCENTING
FINISHES
Clothes get even more
luxurious when they
smell amazing. Add
scenting finishes to your
textiles and give them a
hint of summer, fresh air
or even a well-known
perfume.

TECHNOLOGIES
Our finishes are built on three unique technologies: TASTEX®, TANA®CARE and BAYSCENT®. Each of them has
its own strong points that go particularly well with the function of the finish. The BAYSCENT® technology,
for example, is especially suitable for adding fragrances to textiles, which is why we use it for Aroma Wellness
and Scenting.
But there’s more. The durability of your finish highly depends
on the way the active ingredients are released to the skin of the
user. When you produce textiles for towels, for example, you
want the ingredients to be activated through friction, whereas

finishes for sportswear should react to heat and moisture. We
therefore work with three different technologies that bring out
the best out of our finishes- and your textiles:

Three unique technologies
Combine any of our cosmetic finishes with Tana®Pur One and boost their durability to up to 30 washes! When you want to apply our
Durable Cosmetic Finishes to your textiles, you choose your own focus points. Do you need the active ingredient to be released by
friction, heat or moisture or even a combination? Let’s talk you through your options.

The TASTEX® technology is based
on micelles: microscopic cells that
consist of hydrophilic and lipophilic
layers, which are basically layers
of water and oil. When they get
into contact with body heat and
moisture like sweat, the watery
layers get activated and start
releasing their active ingredients.
This way, the skin gets exactly what
it needs when the user’s body
temperature rises.

DURABILITY
UP TO
30 WASHES

The TANA®CARE technology works
with micro-encapsulation. In this
case, microscopic capsules filled
with the active ingredients are
added to the finish. Unlike the
micelles, these capsules are waterproof and burst through friction
with the user’s body. They
therefore respond to movements
during work-outs, sleep and daily
activities, meaning they’re perfect
to release nourishing creams to
the body of the user. The capsules
are highly durable, as without any
friction, nothing happens. Second,
as not all capsules burst at once,
treated textiles keep their function
even longer. This makes TANA®CARE
finishes last up to 30 washes!

Just like TANA®CARE, the BAYSCENT®
technology works with microencapsulation. But where TANA®CARE
is suited for encapsulating creams,
BAYSCENT® is ideal for integrating
nice smells and energizing aromas to
your textiles. The active ingredients
are released to the body when the
user of the textiles moves, like during
yoga. As is the case with TANA®CARE,
no ingredients are released when
the body is still or when the textiles
are in the closet, meaning they only
function when they’re needed. This
way, you create a relaxing, boosting or inspiring atmosphere for your
customers during work-outs, office
days and even when they flop into
their favourite chair!

PERFORMANCE
Our Durable Cosmetic Finishes are of long-lasting quality, meaning they’re highly wash resistant. We wanted to
be sure, so we put our products to the test. You can see the results in the graph below.

The active ingredients of the finish are embedded in the fibres of
your textiles by a binder that we add to the cosmetic finish. This
binder also makes sure that the capsules stay on the fabric after
they burst and don’t stay behind on the skin.

Which product to choose?
Just look at the graph below and pick the benefits that suit you.

MARKET SUPPORT
Do you want to join the Durable Cosmetic movement? It’s easy to partner up through our global network. We
happily support you in your marketing activities with point of sale marketing material and provide you with a
quality label and brand logo that you can add to your textiles to prove their special features. To sum up:
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Want to know more?
Visit our product website DURABLECOSMETICFINISHES.COM for more information.
Here, you can also contact one of our finishing experts.

GLOBAL PRESENCE
What does it really mean to operate globally? To us, it
means we’re everywhere. Literally. Our business brings us
from Europe and the Middle East to Africa and from Latin
America to India and Japan. Our distributors are locals,
meaning they know your home market and how to use our
products on your specific product types. Their knowledge
exceeds country borders, though, and is strengthened by
our lab geeks at the Dutch headquarters in Ede.

EMEA-ROW
USA, Canada
TANATEX Chemicals
USA Inc.

Latin America
TANATEX Chemicals
Argentina SA.

: our partners

TANATEX Chemicals B.V.
TANATEX Dubai
TANATEX Iberica
TANATEX Service GmbH

HQ, Ede
Netherlands

Asia Pacific
India
TANATEX India
Private Ltd.

TANATEX Shanghai
TANATEX Hong Kong
TANATEX Japan
TANATEX Thailand

We believe that with our passion we can
change the textile world. We improve experiences
and make new experiences possible.

About TANATEX
TANATEX Chemicals breaks new ground with ultramodern textile
processing solutions, ranging from pre-treatment to finishing.
Through a global network of offices, agencies and distributors,
we support our customers worldwide with advanced top quality
wet processing products and a high level of technical and
tailormade service. For almost 60 years we have proven to be a
trustworthy and innovative associate. Since 2016 we are partner
of Transfar Chemicals.

Our cutting-edge products are based on the latest trends and
demands in today’s (technical) textiles and carpet processing
industry. We do not sell mere products; we offer fit-forpurpose solutions. With an eco-friendly way of thinking,
TANATEX experts are the ones to watch.

+31 (0)318 67 09 11 | info@tanatexchemicals.com | TANATEXCHEMICALS.COM

